ABSTRACT

The study was aimed to develop prediction models using stepwise multiple linear regression analysis for estimating the body condition score (BCS) from the body weight (BW), testicular length (TL), testicular diameter (TD) and scrotal circumference (SC) of indigenous Yankasa rams. Data were obtained from 120 randomly selected rams with approximately two and half years of age, from different extensively managed herds in Nasarawa State, Nigeria. Although pairwise phenotypic correlations indicated strong association (P<0.01) among the measured variables, there was collinearity problem between BW and SC as revealed by the variance inflation factors (VIF) and tolerance values (T). The VIF was higher than 10 for BW and SC, respectively. The T was smaller than 0.1 for BW and 0.06 for SC, respectively. BW was retained among the collinear variables, and was singly accounted for 83.7% of the variation in BCS. However, a slight improvement was obtained from the prediction of BCS from BW and TL [coefficient of determination (R2), adjusted R2 and root mean squares error (RMSE) were 85.3%, 85.1% and 0.305, respectively]. The prediction of the BCS of Yankasa rams from BW and testicular measurements could therefore be a potential tool for sustainable production and improvement of small ruminants in Nigeria.
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INTRODUCTION

Livestock production in developing regions is generally characterized by small flock-size, communally shared grazing, uncontrolled mating, and the absence of pedigree and performance...
recording. The emphasis in the conservation of livestock breeds in developing regions should be to maintain diversity to meet current and future livelihood requirements (Yakubu and Ibrahim, 2011). Conservation priorities should be set in consultation with the farmers. Improvement in performance of small ruminant flocks or population over time can arise through improvement in management and feeding conditions, and through genetic progress of superior animals (Kosgey, 2004). The study and management of animal populations requires information about the factors affecting population dynamics. Information on the relative condition of individuals in a population over time is necessary to predict potential reproductive output or an impending increase or decline in numbers.

Body condition score (BCS) is an important measure of the fitness of an animal for assessing body reserves (quantity of fat and muscle) on a mature sheep. BCS and its use are important in terms of achieving the desired performance in certain physiological periods in sheep breeding where extensive conditions are dominant (Sezender et al., 2011), as it is useful for dietary management (Dorsten and Cooper, 2004) and can be used to assess the health status of animals (Hickman and Swan, 2010). Condition score uses manual palpation of tissue cover (muscle and fat) over the backbone and the short ribs (loin) immediately behind the last long ribs. Importantly, assessors also integrate the shape/fullness of the eye muscle between the backbone and ends of the short ribs with their assessment of tissue cover to allocate a score between 1 (very thin) and 5 (very fat) (Jefferies, 1961; Russel et al., 1969). In sheep, the BCS is correlated with a direct measurement of backfat depth or the proportion of fat in the animal body, providing a better estimate than body weight alone (Audige et al., 1998; van Burgel et al., 2011). However, BCS is not practised on farm as widely as it should be. This may partly due to dearth of trained specialists especially under the low-input farming systems of developing economies.

Information on body size and testicular traits of various breeds at constant age has paramount importance in the selection of genetically superior animals for production and reproduction purposes (Mekasha et al., 2008; Tariq et al., 2012). The biometrical analysis of testicular development is of great importance since it is significantly correlated with reproductive activity (Emsen, 2005; Koyuncu et al., 2005). In Soay sheep, males with large testes increase their share of paternities when receptive females are in abundance (Preston et al., 2011), presumably because they have better senses to find females rapidly and inseminate more sperm once a receptive female has been found.

Jefferies (1961) discussed the use of condition scoring in sheep management in particular situations, and although the scoring system has a very wide application, the relationships between particular condition scores and levels of individual animal performance are likely to vary between breeds and systems of management. Various traditional modelling approaches have been adopted to show the relationship among BCS, body size and testicular measurements (Cannas and Boe, 2003; Mekasha et al., 2008; Tariq et al., 2012). Although previous efforts had been made to show the association between body parameters in Nigerian indigenous sheep (Yakubu, 2010a; Yakubu, 2012), there was dearth of information on the relationship among BCS, body size and testicular measurements using regression analysis. Therefore, the present investigation was aimed to predict the BCS of Yankasa rams from body size and some testicular traits using stepwise multiple linear regression models.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

Data were obtained from 120 rams of the indigenous Yankasa sheep in their breeding tracts. The randomly selected animals which were approximately two and half years old, originated from different herds extensively managed in Nasarawa State, North Central Nigeria. Age was determined from the available livestock keeper’s records and where information was missing, the age of each ram was estimated using dentition. The animals were grazed during the day on natural pasture containing forages such as northern gamba grass (*Andropogon gayanus*), stylo (*Stylosanthes gracilis*), leucaena (*Leucaena leucocephala*) and guinea grass (*Panicum maximum*), while their feeding was supplemented with dried yam peels when available. Records were taken on body condition score (BCS), body weight (BW), testicular length (TL) (largest dorso-ventral distance), testicular diameter (TD) (widest anterior-posterior distance) and scrotal circumference (SC) (widest part of the testes, after
the testes had been firmly pushed into the scrotum) early in the morning before the animals were grazed. The BCS was determined based on a 5-point scale (ranging from 1 to 5 representing emaciated, poor, acceptable, fat or obese animals, respectively) as proposed by Jefferies (1961) and adopted by Russell et al. (1969).

BW was measured in kilograms (kg), using a hanging spring balance and a sack. The TL and TD were measured by using a vernier caliper and recorded in centimetres (cm). The SC in centimetres (cm) was measured by using a flexible tape. BW and testicular measurements were taken by the same person in order to avoid between-individual variations.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics were computed for BCS, BW, TL, TD, and SC, respectively. The Spearman correlation coefficients were estimated to quantify the relationship between BCS and BW, TL, TD and SC. Due to the inadequacy of correlation as a method of detecting collinearity, the method of variance inflation factor (VIF) as reported in Yakubu (2011b) was employed as follows:

\[ VIF = \frac{1}{(1-R^2)} \]  

where, \( R^2 \) = coefficient of determination.

A further step for testing collinearity was to calculate the tolerance (T) value. To obtain measures of tolerance, each independent variable was treated as a dependent variable and regressed on the other independent variables. The \( R^2 \) was used to calculate T (Aziz and Sharaby, 1993) as follows:

\[ T = 1-R^2 \]  

where, \( R^2 \) = coefficient of determination.

The multiple linear regression model adopted to detect the presence or absence of collinearity was:

\[ Y = a + b_1X_1 + b_2X_2 + b_3X_3 + b_4X_4 + e \]  

where,

\( Y \) = dependent or endogenous variable (BCS)  
\( a \) = intercept  
\( b \) = regression coefficients  
\( X \) = independent or exogenous variables (BW, TL, TD, SC)  
\( e \) = random error associated with each record (normally, independently and identically distributed with zero mean and constant variance).

The following model described by Weisberg (1985) was employed to delete redundant variables arising from collinearity:

\[ RV = \frac{|B_j|}{\sqrt{\text{residual mean square}} \times \sqrt{\text{full regression model}}} \]  

where,

\( RV \) = redundant variable.  
\( BJ \) = regression coefficient of Xj variable.  
\( \sqrt{\text{residual mean square}} \) = square root of residual mean square of the full regression model (BW, TL, TD and SC inclusive).

The eventual regression models were fitted using stepwise multiple regression analysis. Each model was assessed using \( R^2 \), adjusted \( R^2 \) and RMSE (Root mean squares error). SPSS (2010) statistical package was employed in the analysis.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The descriptive statistics of BCS, BW, TL, TD and SC are summarized in Table 1. BCS appears to be the most useful determinant of several reproductively and productive outcomes (Audige et al., 1998). It is important to have information about BCS in all physiological periods to determine the feeding programs to be applied in order to increase lamb production by indigenous sheep breeds, and to allow sheep to feed with balanced ration in different

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traits</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Coefficient of Variation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body condition</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>28.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight, kg</td>
<td>35.10</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>20.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testicular length, cm</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>23.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testicular diameter, cm</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>22.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrotal circumference, cm</td>
<td>26.34</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>22.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Regression Model of Body Condition Score of Yankasa Ram (A. Yakubu et al.)*
Physiological periods (Cannas and Boe, 2003). Higher variations in all body parameters of the present study might be due to the individual performance differences of the rams. Rajuana et al. (2008) noted that the causes of phenotypic variation in traits of farm animals are due to genetic and environment effects, and the joint effect of genotype and environment. In addition, large variation within certain measurements might suggest the absence of selection.

The phenotypic correlations \( r = 0.78-0.85 \) of BCS with other body parameters were positive and highly significant \( (P<0.01) \) (Table 2). BCS was more highly correlated with BW \( (r = 0.85) \) and SC \( (r = 0.83) \) compared to TD and TL, respectively \( (r = 0.78 \text{ in both cases}) \). Keith et al. (2009) and Tariq et al. (2012) reported in goats and sheep that the phenotypic correlations between BCS and BW were statistically significant. Testicular measurements were positively related to BCS and BW in the present study. This observation suggests that high energy intake makes males fit at mating (Schulte-Hostedde et al., 2005; Waye and Mason, 2008; Rajuana et al., 2008; Fernandez et al., 2010). The size of mammalian testes during the mating period is a product of their potential capacity for sperm production and their degree of seasonal activation (Preston et al., 2011). Testosterone production will be dependent on the condition of individuals, with only males that are capable of meeting the energetic requirements of producing ‘costly’ T-mediated sexual ornaments being able to do so (Andersson, 1994; Duckworth et al., 2001; Perez-Rodriguez et al., 2006).

Parameter estimates, VIF and T of body measurements to estimate BCS of Yankasa rams are presented in Table 3. A bivariate correlation matrix of explanatory variables might not be sufficient to identify collinearity problems because near linear dependencies may exist among more complex combinations of regressors (Belsley, 1980). This informs the use of the VIF which represents the increase in variance due to high correlation between the predictors (Yakubu, 2010b; Tariq et al., 2011). Although no absolute standard exists for judging the magnitude of the VIF, a crude rule of the thumb, according to Gill (1986), is to be suspicious of collinearity if VIF is greater than 10.00. In the present study, VIFs gave the first indication of the existence of severe collinearity in BW and SC \( (VIF = 19.45 \text{ and } 16.65 \text{ for BW and SC, respectively}) \). The tolerance values \( (T = 0.05 \text{ and } 0.06 \text{ in BW and SC, respectively}) \) confirmed collinearity problem since they were smaller than the value 0.10, which is an indication that collinearity may have more than a trivial impact on the estimates of the regression parameters (Gill, 1986; Aziz and Sharaby, 1993). Collinearity implies that the effect of one predictor cannot be uniquely identified (i.e., is nearly confounded with the effect of another predictor). For instance, the statistical model can include only one of the two predictors (St-Pierre, 2007). According to Weisberg (1985), the deletion of variables with small \( |Bj|/6 \) in the regression models would be desirable. This improves the accuracy and robustness of the prediction models. In the present study, the respective values obtained for BW and SC were 0.39 and 0.15. Due to the higher value of BW, it was retained for the subsequent stepwise regression analysis alongside TL and TD.

The stepwise regression models revealed that BW singly accounted for 83.7% of the variation in BCS \((\text{Adjusted } R^2 = 83.7\% \text{ and RMSE were } 83.6 \text{ and}) \)
There was, however, a slight improvement in the prediction of BCS from BW and TL \( R^2 \), adjusted \( R^2 \) and Root mean squares error (RMSE) were 85.3\%, 85.1\% and 0.305, respectively. There is a workable relationship between change in liveweight and change in condition score across a wide range of genotypes and environments (van Burgel et al., 2011). In a related study, Young et al. (2011) reported that it is important for producers to be able to discriminate between leaner sheep because the condition score fluctuates between scores 2 and 3 and small changes in condition score within this range have considerable impact on animal welfare and on whole-farm profitability.

The present findings are congruous to the submissions of earlier workers on the possible prediction from one another of BCS, BW and testicular dimensions (Sezenler et al., 2011; Tariq et al., 2012); and this could be exploited in animal husbandry and selection of breeding stock under low-input farming systems in tropical and subtropical conditions.

**CONCLUSION**

The study revealed the potential effectiveness to predict the BCS of Yankasa rams from body size and testicular measurements using stepwise multiple regression. Therefore, in the selection of rams for mating purposes, BCS, BW and testes measurements could jointly be taken as important criteria and management support tool for selection of superior animals for sustainable production and improvement of animal genetic resources.
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